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Commercial Solar Lighting Light Anytime, Anywhere
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DX3-3001S Specifications (PDF)

DX3 has solar lighting solutions for different applications, industries and climates. Our solar power lights are configured to the specific locations and lighting requirements of each installation. By being at the forefront of LED and battery technology, DX3’s solar power lighting solutions provide reliable and sustainable lighting; Anywhere, Anytime.

Solar powered street lights are an environmentally friendly choice for all of your street lighting, parking lot, pathway, recreational, and commercial lighting requirements. Whether you need lighting for tropical locations, coastal areas, northern latitudes, or harsh temperatures, DX3 has a product to suit.

DX3-3001 Solar LED Street Light

The DX3-3001 Solar LED Street Light is designed for Canada and other high latitude, cold climate applications.

Our product is manufactured to operate at full capacity in cold climates as low as -40C, and in areas where temperatures are as high as 70C. The solar array is mounted at the top of a lamp post, aimed south and tilted to the optimum angle based on the latitude of the installation. No external enclosures are required as the lighthead fully contains the battery, an ambient light sensor, the LED array, and the intelligent hybrid driver board. Installation options for the DX3-3001 solar LED lighting system include being mounted on a custom metal pole (powder coated or galvanized steel), wooden poles or portable skid systems.

Features:

	Works effectively in temperatures from -40C to +70C
	3000 lumens of effective light
	Dark Sky compliant high efficiency LED array
	Over 3 days of autonomous operation
	Dusk to dawn operation
	Type II luminaire (lighthead)


Benefits:

	Sustainable, environmentally friendly design
	Low Capital Cost – no power cables, trenching, or power system required
	No electricity bills
	Low maintenance
	Fast & Simple installation


Specifications:

	DX3-3001S Specifications (PDF)


Check out our pricing information for more information and call DX3 today to speak with someone about our LED Solar Street Lights.












DX3-3001S Pricing 2015 (PDF)

Lighthead & Controller – $995 CAD MSRP

Includes:[image: DX3-3001 Lighthead]

	Luminaire (Lighthead)
	LED Driver
	Charge/Discharge Controller


Complete Wood Pole System – $4,945 CAD MSRP

Includes:[image: DX3-3001S on wood pole]

	Lighthead & Controller
	250W Solar Panel
	Two 100AH AGM Batteries
	Wood Pole Solar Mount
	Wood Pole Insulated Battery Box
	Wiring System
	One 6″ Polearm
	Installation Hardware
	Does not include wood pole


Complete Metal Pole System – $6,620 CAD MSRP

Includes:[image: DX3-3001 Solar Lighting System]

	Lighthead & Controller
	250W Solar Panel
	Two 100AH AGM Batteries
	Metal Pole Solar Mount
	Metal Pole Insulated Battery Box
	Wiring System
	One 6″ Polearm
	Metal Pole w/Solar Mount Top
	Installation Hardware
	11″ Bolt Pattern
	Does not include concrete base


Complete Skid System – $5,470 CAD MSRP

Includes:[image: DX3-3001 Skid System]

	Lighthead & Controller
	250W Solar Panel
	Two 100AH AGM Batteries
	Skid Solar Mount
	Skid Insulated Battery Box
	Wiring System
	One 6″ Polearm
	Does not include Lighthead mounting hardware


See our DX3-3001S Pricing 2015 for more information on individual parts.

Call DX3 today to find the best solar lighting solution for you.












Who Uses DX3 Outdoor Solar Lighting?

DX3’s slogan of “Light anywhere, anytime” is our vision of providing illumination for any application. A benefit of our solar lighting solutions is that they can be installed without any utility grid connection, so the costs and restrictions of that grid connection no longer apply.

– Transportation authorities and rural municipalities can use LED solar lighting to provide safer illuminated roadways and intersections.

– Many more remote locations can be considered for solar road and highway lighting with the elimination of a grid power line connection.

– Rural intersections with bad sightlines and poor accident history can be illuminated for safety using a solar LED highway lighting system that supplies its own power.

– Remote waste transfer stations are often without power. Use of solar-powered lighting enables users to safely navigate to the correct place for dropping materials.

– Another common application is a light for a mail super-box, for rural communities.

The infrastructure lighting costs are now reduced to only the installation of suitable pole, and with no operating costs and long maintenance intervals, the solar LED lights do not add significant ongoing costs after initial purchase. DX3 manufactures products for these applications and more.

Our outdoor energy efficient lighting solutions provide bright illumination in a white spectrum that can be fully utilized by the human eye. Our products are integrally dark sky compliant and do not contribute to further light pollution.

Please explore the listed applications to find solutions that are renewable and operate reliably year round.



Rural Solar Lighting
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Transportation authorities and rural municipalities can use LED solar lighting to provide safer illuminated roadways and intersections. Many more remote locations can be considered for solar road and highway lighting with the elimination of a grid power line connection. Rural intersections with bad sightlines and poor accident history can be illuminated for safety using a […]

Read more



Golf Course Solar Lighting
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Light Tee boxes, pathways and ranges without landscape disturbance.

Read more



Industrial Development Solar Lighting
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High light output solar LED lighting perfect for remote industrial sites.

Read more



Oil Field, Gas and Mining
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Instant light for Oil storage sites, well sites and other remote locations.

Read more



Street Lighting
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Standalone Ultra-efficient Solar lighting that lasts days without charge.

Read more



Security Lighting
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No ground-level wires to cut makes for excellent perimeter lighting.

Read more



Park & Pathway Lighting
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Improve path safety and usage by providing light for easy navigation.

Read more



Residential Solar Lighting
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Easy install and no monthly power bill makes solar lighting a smart choice.

Read more



Utility Substation Lighting
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Powerful and reliable solar lighting make it easy to see what is happening.

Read more



Solar Parking Lot Lights
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Reduce construction costs by not having to trench power beneath parking.

Read more



Road & Infrastructure Solar Lighting
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Use Solar Lighting to Illuminate rural intersections and improve safety.

Read more



Commercial Solar Lighting
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Key to sustainable green development and LEED Certification credits.

Read more












Does the DX3 Solar Area Lighting System work in cold weather?

Yes, our products are designed to work at -40 Degrees C.

Does the DX3 Solar Area Lighting System work in warm weather?

Yes, our products are designed to work at any ambient temperature found on the earth’s surface. This includes desert-duty, and high-rain locations.

Where is the DX3 Solar Area Lighting System manufactured?

Our solar power products are designed and assembled in Canada. The solar panel, batteries, and electronics are imported, however the other major components are manufactured in Alberta, Canada.

Is the DX3 Solar Area Lighting System Dark Sky Compliant?

Yes, all of our lighting products were designed with Dark Sky compliance in mind. We use a full-cutoff lens with a light source recessed into the light head. What does that mean? It means that the light coming from our light head goes directly toward the ground and does not shine sideways or up into the atmosphere.

Is the DX3 Solar Lighting System designed for residential use?

No, our products are for ruggedized commercial/utility use only.

I already have power coming to my existing lighting poles – is Solar Lighting suitable for me?

No, solar lighting is cost-effective when a powered light pole solution isn’t readily available. Similar LED light heads are available that connect to on-grid power, and would be the most cost-effective solution.

Our solar-powered products are focused towards commercial and municipal use where the infrastructure is not in place.
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DX3 Head Office
Edmonton, Alberta Canada


	Phone:
	780-756-0300
	Fax:
	866-821-3732
	Toll Free:
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